l6o	THE BALLADS
the peasantry have taken up tunes from known composers such
as Rameau and Lully, and that such a "typical" folksong as
"Au Clair de la Lune" was written in Paris as late as the
1790*5. English folksong has not been examined in such
detail, but it has been proved to be full of learned material,
such as eighteenth-century pastoral rubbish about "Colin"
and "Chloe". "Kathleen", a pastiche in the ballad manner
written by John Greenleaf Whittier, has been taken up by
New England folksingers, its words altered and cut down by
re-creation. Broadsides like the "Babes in the Wood", have
often slipped from print into oral tradition. Thus any critic
who took popularity among folksingers as a criterion of the
traditional song would have to accept a great deal of material
which is definitely "unpopular" in one sense of the word. In
other words, if a purist collector were to exclude everything
that showed the slightest contamination by learned music
and poetry, he would be left with only a few shepherds' calls,
lullabies, or labour songs like the sea-shanties. These shanties
are perhaps the nearest thing we have to "pure" folksong,
with their functional purpose, their rhythm designed to suit
the action of a group and thus to save energy—"Away, haul
away, boys, haul away, Oh!"—and the small amount of
narrative between the rhythmical climaxes:
First he beat the Prussians,
Oh, high ho!
Then he beat the Russians
John Franzwo!
But such things make up a very small part of any national
collection of folksong, and the ballads with their highly
developed narratives can hardly be classed among them. The
ballads, like most of the other types of folksong, are "con-
taminated" not only in their beginnings but also throughout
their history.
But this is not to say that there is no such thing as an art
created by illiterate people. Some of the opponents of the
communalists seem to have implied that such is the case;

